
Solar Pumping Kits & Solutions



Run standard AC Single & Three-Phase Pumps
The Microcare VSD Solar Pump Controller is able to run approved Single & Three-Phase 220V up to 415V
pumps. This includes Mono and Centrifugal pumps.

Phase loss Protection
When a phase is lost on the pump the Microcare product will automatically switch off the pump and a
LED on the unit will indicate that a phase is lost.

Online Monitoring
When the borehole or reservoir reaches a low level, the pump controller will disconnect the power to
the motor to prevent the pump from running dry and burning out. The Pump Controller can also be set
to restart once the water level has raised again and will automatically start to pump again.

Float + High/Low Water Sensor
The Controller has connections for a Float Switch and for a High/Low water sensor probe. In the case of
the Float switch when the water level is low, the pump will automatically switch on and when the water
level is high, the pump will automatically switch off. In the case of the High/Low water sense the pump
will turn off when the Low water is reached and can be set to automatically turn on when the High
water level is reached.

Single & Three-Phase Solar VSD Pump Controllers
Compatible with Single & Three-Phase 220V & 380V motors
Panel Input Voltage of 450-1000 VDC for 380V unit
High - Low water input connectors | Float switch input
LED status feedback | Surge Protection
Trip and restart controls | IP44 rated



Switches on/off based on frequency
The user can set the frequency according to the
required specifications. If the frequency level drops
below or exceeds the amount set for it, the Pump
Controller will switch off automatically.

Variable Speed Drive (VSD)
Driven by cutting edge technology, the Microcare
Solar Pump Controllers have a built-in variable
speed drive (VSD) which enables the end user to
adjust the flow of water from the pump and by
varying the speed of the drive thus ultimately
reducing wastage of energy.

LCD Display & Wi-Fi Connection (Optional)
The Controller is available with an optional LCD
display allowing the user to access real time
readings of the Controllers operating conditions
including Output Voltages, Power etc. Additionally
the same data can be accessed via your mobile
phone, tablet or computer through the Wi-Fi radio
connection.

Solar Voltage Booster
The Microcare Solar Voltage Booster is an
electronic device which is mounted onto the back
of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) solar panel to interface with
and boost the voltage of the Solar PV panel. It is
designed to increase the voltage of a standard PV
solar panel (17-35V) to match the levels required for
use with Microcare Solar VSD Pump Controllers.

This unit is designed for rural and farming
environments where grid electricity is not always
available close to water sources such as boreholes
and dams. Operating as a high frequency DC/DC
converter the unit allows the pump controller to
track the maximum power from the solar panel
through the regulator in such a way that it doesn’t
affect the performance of the system and pump
controller. This equates to a peak efficiency of 98%
making a single panel look like an array of panels
to the pump controller with a seamless Invisible
link between the panels and pump controller.
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